BARE & BOLD
A semi naked wedding cake collection
by Two Little Cats Bakery

A DISTINCT STYLE
The rustic naked cake has been hugely popular, but now is the time of its
modern, more glamorous sibling. Gone are the oozing fillings and casual
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finish – it’s time to get bold!
Bare & Bold is a collection of 6 modern semi naked wedding cakes, each
with its own distinct style. You can tailor any design to make it truly yours.
We’ve put some ideas of how to add your own touch throughout the
brochure – but we love hearing your own unique twists too!
If you’d like to have a chat about your own Bare & Bold cake, you can get
in touch with us using contact@twolittlecats.co.uk with any ideas or
questions. We look forward to hearing from you!
Two Little Cats
#bareandboldbride
Photo credits:
Copper Boom Studio || Girl behind the lens
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STATEMENT TIER
Create a real centrepiece by combining semi naked tiers with a focal
statement tier.
Cake shown:
Size: 6” / 8” / 10”
Feeds: Approx 90
Costs: £405
Mix it up!
The statement tier is a great way to bring in your theme or colour scheme.
Here are some more ideas for your statement tier cake:
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COLOURED CAKE
White cakes with colourful flowers are great. But why not put your colour on
the cake itself and make a real statement?
Cake shown:
Size: 4” / 6” / 8”
Feeds: Approx 50
Costs: £195
Mix it up!
Colour doesn’t have to mean bright! Try pastels, ombrés or even using
chocolate icing:
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BAND OF FLOWERS
A classic style updated with semi naked tiers. Be bold with those blooms!
Cake shown:
Size: 4” / 6” / 8”
Feeds: Approx 50
Costs: £195
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DRIP CAKE
Having a fun, relaxed vibe to your day? Drip cakes have a lot of personality and
make you want to dive straight in.
Cake shown:
Size: 6” / 8” / 10”
Feeds: Approx 90
Costs: £395 (including edible flowers)
Mix it up!
Don’t fancy a chocolate drip? Try a salted caramel or fruit coulis drip instead!
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NAKED OMBRÉ
Play around with the ever popular ombré trend by getting barer as you go up
your cake.
Cake shown:
Size: 4” / 6” / 8” / 10”
Feeds: Approx 100
Costs: £385
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SWEET TREAT
Flowers not your thing? Decorate your cake with your favourite treats instead!
Cake shown:
Size: 4” / 6” / 8”
Feeds: approx 50
Costs: £195
Mix it up!
Decorate your cake with your favourite sweets, chocolates or even sprinkles for
a fun look.
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THE TASTY BIT
We offer a huge range of flavours at Two Little Cats, and your Bare & Bold cake
can have a different flavour for each tier. Some of our current favourites are:
VERY VANILLA

Piña Colada

Vanilla cake with vanilla

Coconut and pineapple cake with

buttercream and raspberry jam

coconut rum buttercream and

Rich chocolate

pineapple jam

The chocolatiest of chocolate cakes,

Cherry bakewell

with either chocolate, vanilla

Almond sponge, with vanilla

or white chocolate buttercream

buttercream and cherry jam

Lots of lemon

Snickers

Lemon cake, with lemon

Our rich chocolate cake with peanut

buttercream and lemon curd

butter buttercream and caramel

Lemon & raspberry

Nutella

Lemon cake with white chocolate

Vanilla sponge with a Nutella

buttercream and raspberry jam

buttercream. Add white chocolate to

White chocolate & passionfruit

the mix and you get Kinder Bueno!

White chocolate cake with white

Black Forest

chocolate buttercream and

Our rich chocolate cake with vanilla

passionfruit curd

buttercream and cherry jam

Chocolate & salted caramel
Our rich chocolate cake, with caramel
buttercream and salted caramel
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THE IMPORTANT BIT
PRICES

or their guests suffering reactions from eating our cakes. It is the customer’s

STAND HIRE

All prices in this brochure are for the cakes shown. They do not include

responsibility to make us aware of any special dietary requirements, and their

You can arrange to hire one of our cake stands for your day. Stand hire is £30,

flowers, delivery or stand hire. Please contact us for more pricing

guests aware of any ingredients where appropriate. If required, and upon

and the stand must be returned to us within 3 days of the wedding in the

information and a custom quote.

request, we can provide a full list of ingredients for your cake.

same condition that we loan it to you. If this does not happen, you are liable

CUSTOMISATION

FLOWERS

Each cake has a number of options available to make your cake yours.

We are more than happy to work with your chosen florist to source flowers

COMPLAINTS

We will always to try accommodate any changes you would like to make,

for your cake to ensure it ties in with the rest of your day. We can directly

We take immense care with every Bare & Bold cake and hope that you love

however these may be subject to additional charges.

source edible flowers for you. Unless you are using edible flowers, all

it. However, if you have a complaint, this must be made in writing with

flowers and foliage are for decorative purposes only and should not be

photographic evidence within 7 days of the event.

PAYMENT & DEPOSIT

consumed. No liability can be accepted for any ill effects resulting from

To secure your date we require a 10% deposit at the time of booking,

ingesting floral decorations. Care should be also be taken for those with

which is non refundable. The remainder is due up to 4 weeks before

contact allergies to any flowers or foliage. We cannot accept any liability

the wedding. When the booking is made less than 4 weeks before the

for any reactions triggered by the floral decorations. Whilst care has been

wedding, full payment is required upfront.

taken to check suitability of the flowers for use on cakes, we are not flower

CANCELLATIONS
We cannot refund the cost of any cake orders cancelled with less than
4 weeks notice. In the unlikely event that we have to cancel your order,
we will give you as much notice as possible. Should an alternative not be
possible, we will provide a full refund.
ALLERGIES & DIETARY REQUIREMENTS
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for the full cost of a replacement.

Payment of a deposit confirms that you have read and agreed to these terms.

experts. Please check with your florist about suitability. When we attach
flowers to cakes for hygiene purposes we use floral ‘picks’. These are made
from plastic and must be removed prior to consumption.
DELIVERY
Delivery and set up is available on the day of your wedding. Please contact
us for a quote which will include this. We always aim to set up at a preagreed time. If this becomes problematic for reasons beyond our control

Two Little Cats cakes contain dairy, eggs, gluten (wheat) & nuts (in certain

(eg road conditions or emergencies) we will contact your venue and do

flavours). They are made in a kitchen that also handles nuts, alcohol & soya. We

everything we can to find a solution. We cannot be held liable in these

can make gluten and nut free cakes on request, however we cannot in any

situations. Once a cake has been delivered and set up, Two Little Cats is no

circumstance guarantee that these cakes will be free from trace amounts due

longer responsible for its condition. We accept no liability for any damage

to the nature of production. Two Little Cats accepts no liability for customers

to your cake after we have the left the venue.
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BARE & BOLD
#bareandboldbride
@twolittlecatsbakery

www.twolittlecats.co.uk

